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4 ways to see if Fiery JobFlow can save  
your business time

Fiery® JobFlow™

Answer these questions to identify how much your print operation can benefit from 

Fiery® JobFlow™. If you answer “Yes” to some of these questions, Fiery JobFlow can 

significantly benefit your print operation and presents an excellent opportunity to 

increase profits. 

Every day you get print jobs from your customers that arrive in various stages of print-readiness, and have 
different levels of job setup complexity. Before you can print, you need to inspect each file for missing or 
corrupted assets, put it in the right imposition layout, and select the proper finishing options to ensure the job will 
print correctly the first time. Fiery JobFlow automates these job preparation steps, saving you time, eliminating 
bottlenecks, and significantly reducing errors. It integrates modules for PDF conversion, preflight checks, image 
enhancement, imposition, PDF correction, plus editing and approval.

Why Fiery JobFlow?

1. Do you need to reduce print waste and rework?

With Fiery JobFlow, you can set up and automatically apply preflight checks to 
identify potential issues such as missing fonts, wrong color spaces, unavailable page 
sizes, and incorrect orientation. JobFlow can correct typical print errors without 
returning files to customers or going back to native applications. You only print the 
jobs that pass the preflight check. Plus, you eliminate the manual actions that can 
introduce errors and inconsistencies, and risk customer rejection of the job. 
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, 
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital  
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms 
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting 
productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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2. Does your staff spend most of their time on repetitive setup tasks? 

Every time your staff touches a job, profits decrease and the potential for errors 
increases. With JobFlow, you can automate the initial job setup to get more 
done in less time. Create workflows for your most common job types such as 
brochures, business cards, catalogs, or calendars; and drop incoming jobs into the 
workflows for quick and easy one-click processing. This frees up your staff’s time 
so you can assign them to higher-value jobs that do require human interaction.   

3. Do you need to shorten the review and approval process?

Fiery JobFlow allows you to build the job approval process directly into your 
workflows. Customers can view and approve the job the instant it has been 
processed. This speeds up print production and allows you to meet aggressive 
deadlines with accurate print output every time.

4. Do you want to include automation functions from other solutions to 
create more advanced workflows?

The Connect module in Fiery JobFlow allows you to extend job-processing 
functions by connecting to third party applications using scripting or hot folders. 
You can automatically process jobs with other file-processing solutions as part of 
an advanced JobFlow workflow, and incorporate capabilities such as conversion 
of unsupported file formats or variable data. For more information on how  
to use scripting, refer to the Fiery JobFlow Connect cookbook (available in 
English only). 

Get more value from your time. Start with the free version, Fiery JobFlow Base. 
When you’re ready to scale, upgrade to the cost-effective paid version of Fiery 
JobFlow that offers more advanced automation capabilities.

For more information and a 30-day free trial, visit the Fiery JobFlow  
webpage at www.efi.com/fieryjobflow.
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